
Flashpoint: Behind-the-Scenes
As I noted yesterday, I had the chance to visit the production offices and the set of Flashpoint on, no less, 
a shooting day.  So, how did that happen?  I should start at the perennial beginning.

HOT CALL

In the waning days of April, I got a phone call.

My C.I. (Confidential Informant) was on the line and they had a mission for me.  This C.I. is a producer 
who shall remain nameless and is part of the Pink Sky Entertainment/Avamar Entertainment team 
responsible for bringing Flashpoint to life.  She is an enthusiastic and articulate person who loves the 
show as much as the fans do.  Perhaps more.  We shall assign her the code name of TRINITY.

And because of that love, she’s in the know about some of the communities we’ve built online.  Through 
one of those cabals of fandom — their facebook.com/FPTOne — I had the pleasure of being in 
conversation with Trinity via emails.  That alone was nifty.  However, that’s not why you’re reading this.  
Mind you, you should care who she is and what she does because without her, you wouldn’t be reading 
this at all.  Without Trinity, I wouldn’t be writing this.  And that’s just a tiny bit of what she does for both 
the show and for its fans.

The mission (code name: SIEGFRIED) involved taking a risk on spoilers but what I stood to gain 
overshadowed that unfortunate side effect.  Trinity asked if I would like to come to set to see them film 
what may turn out to be a season landmark of sorts.  What a great/silly question.  Would I like to come to 
the set?  Well, um, yes, I would.  The answer I gave her was edited to remove the generous expletives in 
my head.

Date set.  Arrangements made.

NO POLICE ESCORT

0845: Woke up and readied for the day.  I work at home, mostly, so I can get shaggy at times.  Situation 
remedied.  I had an earlier appointment prior to the set visit but that ended up being cancelled.  So, I 
relaxed a bit and planned the mission route.  Last leg involved a quick cab ride from Union Station — the 
station where the real life events which inspired the story of Flashpoint’s pilot took place.

1042: Emerged form Union Station and, before hopping in a cab, I did a walk-by of ‘the spot’.  A bit 
morbid, I know, but I’m a kinda like that.  Besides, it was more about paying homage than it was about 
any fascination with death.  Anyway, the cab sped off.  And by ‘sped’ I mean crawled into traffic.  No 
worries, two quick routes could be taken which would zip us over to the studio and my intrepid cabbie 
made his choice.  And by ‘intrepid’ I mean feckless — which is a nice way of saying something mean.  
We hit traffic, busy intersections, and construction.  A 10-15 minute ride took 25 minutes.  Sure, my 
visible and vocal annoyance meant he slashed the price but, dammit, I didn’t want to be late for this (that 
was my Jack Bauer “Dammit!” by the way).  Sure could’ve used some flashy red’n'blues and a siren for 
that ride.  Alas alack.

1116: Greeted by Trinity and another team member (code name AURORA) in reception.  Aurora is also 
part of the fan relations team (among many other duties, as the Flashpoint folks are a many-hatted family) 
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whose efforts benefit us in such direct ways as prize allocation and photography (she’s my dealer, and I 
am lost without her).  Aurora would be my guide for the first leg.  I was late but they were all smiles.  No 
harm, no foul.  There I was, staring at a giant SRU shield on the wall of the production offices.  I was 
surrounded by official Flashpoint … everything.  I took it all in, quite literally, through my nose.  When 
you’re somewhere significant you take the time to smell the air — the brain is funny that way.

Do you know what it’s like to try and keep your organs from leaping out of your mouth?  Yeah, that was 
me.

Sorry, I’m not cool as a cucumber when I’m singled out for special treatment.  I’m pretty much stupefied 
and punch drunk.  It took some effort to maintain my composure.  I think I did alright.  Maybe too well.  
But, y’know, the brain was a bit jumbled in the moment.  I’ve kept my calm during violent times and all 
sorts of craziness in the security days but shaking the hands of these two friendly women fired way too 
many synapses at once.  I was pretty much in a daze from that point on.  And it would get worse.

Within a few minutes, I would meet some fabulous people, some famous names, some famous faces, and 
some relatively unknown people who are nonetheless essential to the heart and soul of our beloved 
television show.  To a person, they were all welcoming, pleasant, and informative.  You’d think it’s silly to 
expect less when a fan visits but I’m still thankful.  Sadly, I have seen such face-to-face meetings result in 
less-than-generous interaction much to the disappointment of the fans.  It happens.

Not at the Flashpoint HQ, though.  Here, I was welcomed — to be frank — to the point of 
embarrassment.  It was a fine, fine day.

HALL OF THE MOUNTAIN KINGS AND QUEENS

Trinity and Aurora took me to my first stop: the production offices.

Now, I’ve talked about many of the big names on the Flashpoint production team in the episode preview 
articles but let me emphasize something again: there are many, many staff who work in the production 
coordination of the show.  I saw many of those faces but I would be hard-pressed to recognize a single 
one of them today (see: aforementioned daze).  In the dozens of offices, people toiled on computers, on 
phones, and even on this archaic substance they call paper (I think).  Let’s not forget them, as it takes an 
army of people to keep the production machine running smoothly.  And we haven’t even gotten to the 
crew.

While she attended to some matter, Trinity put me in Aurora’s care for the beginning of the office tour.  If 
I had to make a snap judgment based on that brief tour, I’d suggest there was a sense of pride in that 
office.  Oh, I’m sure there are days of drudgery when someone drags their feet or yearns to be someplace 
else but if those happen, they would seem to be the exception to the rule.  Everyone seemed either 
engrossed in their task or just plain happy to be there.  Happy workers make happy customers, an old boss 
once told me.  Well, it’s no surprise that Flashpoint’s customers — the audience — are happy, then.

The first office of note belonged to “BAM“, Executive Producers Bill Mustos and Anne Marie La 
Traverse.  They weren’t there at the time but I was shown the boards on the wall, where important 
information is posted.  One of them was filled with headshots of the actors.  I’m not sure to which episode 
that particular board was in reference (probably the one being shot that day) but there was, among the 
principle actors, a new face I did not recognize.  A gentleman by the name of Clé Bennett.
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And, yes, back then, I had been told the secret that Wordy (Michael Cram) was leaving the team.  As 
much fun as it’s been to know that secret (not to mention the level trust I had been given), it’s nice to 
breath freely amongst the fandom again.

Right next to the BAM HQ were the offices of Mark Ellis and Stephanie Morgenstern.  They weren’t 
there, either, much to my initial disappointment.  This disappointment wouldn’t last very long, I assure 
you.  I was then shown the various departments, including the art department and if you’ve seen some of 
the graphics I like to do for the show you can guess I was licking my chops as I walked by.  Oh, the things 
I would do given full access to that treasure trove of source material!

We came back to where we’d started and met up with Trinity again.  Shortly thereafter, those thoughts 
about the art department vanished.  Mark Ellis appeared.

A LITTLE WORM ON A BIG HOOK

(okay, on re-reading that last paragraph you might get the impression there was a burst of smoke and 
sparkles, perhaps some fanfare, and suddenly a writer appeared but it didn’t happen like that.)

Mark is as he seems in interviews.  He is polite, easy-going, and friendly but also very cerebral.  He has a 
writer’s eyes — hungry to observe, discern, understand, and extrapolate.  So, forgive my presumption but 
I felt an instant kinship.  Of all the Flashpoint luminaries I would meet that day, this was where I felt most 
at ease.  I got the impression he had a zillion things to do that day but he nonetheless made ample time to 
have a chat.

During that talk, another gentleman came to join us.  His name is David Frazee, the show’s premiere 
director (and creative guru).  I had to will my palms from being sweaty and, truth be told, I kept them 
pressed against my clothing just in case.  Flashpoint tells stories in a vein I appreciate and these two gents 
are responsible, in no small way, for how the story is told on the page and on the screen.  Didn’t help that 
Anne Marie La Traverse wandered up.

Yeah, that Anne Marie La Traverse.  The second she did, that bug in a jar feeling that had been sneaking 
up entirely gripped me.  I have been briefly assessed by RCMP assigned to a former Prime Minister right 
before an appearance.  I felt confident and composed, then.  I have had a ton of cops around after an 
incident and been interviewed while they decided whom to arrest.  No problemo.  This impromptu 
gabfest?  I was drowning in adrenaline, norepinephrine, and cortisol, oh my!

As I mentioned in At The Helm, Anne Marie La Traverse can see right through you.  I mean, aside from 
the intuition gleaned from our brief interaction, look at the facts.  She’s been in the business as a producer 
for an appreciable amount of time and she has steadily built upon her success.  A great deal of navigating 
her field successfully is being able to put your trust in the right people.  She’s not mean or expressly 
intimidating.  She just has the ability to see you.  And if you’re one guffaw away from losing your 
composure, that’s not the sort of person you want peering at you.  That’s not to say I wasn’t thrilled to 
meet her but, nonetheless, the veneer of my tenuous composure felt wholly transparent.

Anyway, the conversation turned to the secret PROJECT: SIEGFRIED and, for some insane reason, 
Trinity, asked for my input.  It took a second for me to remove the cork in my throat but I did my best to 
relate my thoughts on the subject without fainting from the attention.  I actually can’t recall what I said so 
… I hope I acquitted myself with some modicum of intelligence and didn’t come across as a sputtering 
buffoon (which is normally reserved for when I’m on a date).
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The conversation ended and goodbyes were said.  When we moved on, Mark exited the hall and entered 
the conference room where they held their writers meetings.  Let’s repeat the last part of that: …where 
they held their writers meetings.  For a few brief seconds, through that portal, I could see heaven.  I could 
smell storycraft.  It’s not so much that I want to work on the show’s writing staff (not that I would turn 
that down, no-siree-Bob).  Seeing that room reminded me of where I wanted to be — earning a living by 
grappling with the business of telling stories.  My stories.  That would be heaven on earth for me.  Heck, 
let’s be honest.  The earning a living part is optional in my head.

Which is probably reason #193 why I’m single.

IT GETS BETTER

“Well, I guess we should go to the set, next,” Trinity said.  And so we did.  Not only would I see the 
magic being made form behind the curtain, not only would they indulge me with a seat at the table, but I 
would come face-to-face with members of the SRU.  And, speaking of being single, I would meet the man 
who once helped me break up with my girlfriend.

That will be in Part Two.  Which will be published a few hours from now (6:00 PM EST).

Because I’m a jerk.

- – - – -

Author’s Note: I’m protecting the identities of my C.I.s TRINITY and AURORA for several reasons, not the least of 
which is that while they were open and friendly, they both still play integral parts in the show’s production.  They 
have jobs to do, they have lives, and though they move heaven and earth to make the time for things like this, they 
shouldn’t be exposed to the deluge of fan interest in what goes on behind the scenes.  That’s why they invite 
loquacious wannabe-writer’s like me to give you a peek behind the curtain.

The down side is that, for now, I do not get to call them by name which I sorely would prefer as a token of my 
gratitude.

Also, there are no pictures of the visit because I don’t own a camera and the one on my cellphone belongs in a 
museum, and also I just assumed it wasn’t allowed.  I suppose I could have asked them but, you know, that’s what a 
smart person would have done.  Ipso facto…
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Part Two
In Part One, I told you what it was like to walk the halls of the production office.  But what goes on in the 
part of the Flashpoint workshop you’re most familiar with — the SRU HQ?  Find out.

Mark Ellis: “Are you guys headed to the set? Cool. I’ll go with you.”
Me: “That is so frickin’ awwwwesome!”

LOCATION, LOCATION, LOCATION!

Okay, that’s not precisely how that went down but, yes, Mark Ellis was heading in our direction and 
decided to provide an impromptu tour of the building’s filming facilities, the studio.  The walk over 
revealed the main hallway connecting the offices and the set (and also the main prop storage room).  In 
that hall were a random collection of pictures, paintings, and signs used in the show.

1157: The first area we came across was what I call the enclosed back lot.  A back lot is usually a stretch 
of land a movie or television studio has on which they construct city/town streets for filming conceivably 
any number of films or shows.  In the Flashpoint studio, this area is where they construct various interior 
sets as needed from episode to episode.  Indeed, as Mark walked us through these temporary sets, there 
were people busy tearing some down and building some up.  While the show has a great location 
department, sometimes it is better for the production to film on the ‘back lot’ for several reasons, 
including stunt work or gunplay.

Speaking of that location department, which has secured rights to film everywhere from the former Maple 
Leafs Gardens (“Behind The Blue Line”) to Royal Ontario Museum (“Acceptable Risk”) and so many 
other great locations, Mark answered a question of mine.  You often hear Toronto street addresses 
mentioned in the show and, for us who live in the city, they seem remarkably accurate on most occasions.  
Here’s how that works: usually the script is intended for a specific area (or type of area) of the city, the 
location scouts find somewhere to film which best fits that description, and then the script is altered as 
necessary to reflect the actual location.  That all makes perfect sense but I found it interesting to hear it 
described and affirms the illusion that the SRU is always going to ‘real’ places in and around Toronto.

There’s one other thing on the back lot which is interesting but I won’t discuss.  The muzzle on this topic 
is self-applied … which is a slightly twisted analogy, if you think about it.

BACKSTAGE PASS

And then we were on the set of the SRU headquarters itself.

1209: The first thing I encountered was the briefing room and while it was full of its own wonder, it 
suddenly became unimportant because, out of the corner of my eye, I saw Hugh Dillon approaching.  
And, he was in full SRU gear.  I got that feeling you get when you’ve done something wrong and a police 
officer starts walking toward you.  Or, when you haven’t done anything wrong but you’re in line at the 
customs counter.  What is that?

Oh, yeah, there was this thing about Hugh Dillon I was going to tell you.  Right: He’s a rock star.
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Hugh Dillon starred in Hard Core Logo, arguably one of the best punk rock movies ever made.  He also 
fronted The Headstones, and their music was part of the soundtrack to my roaring twenties when I went 
from only working summers at Canada’s Wonderland to taking my first steps into a larger world.  Of 
course, their platinum hit “When Something Stands For Nothing” is what most people remember but it’s 
entirely possible that “It’s All Over” may have been partially responsible for my first big break-up, sorry 
Honey Bunny.  And I prefer their cover of “Tweeter and the Monkey Man” to The Travelling Willburys, 
which would get me kicked out of most music snob circles.  These days, he’s reunited with the boys from 
The Headstones and has also released a solo album.  You may recognize this tune:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lIo2Cr9Y4w0

So, yeah, Hugh Dillon came to talk to us and my brain was a 3-car crash derby fighting the years of 
training myself to be professional in the presence of ‘talent’, wanting to shake his hand profusely and 
gush out my gratitude for his work, and the impulse to shrink away until it was safe for the uncool people 
to come out again.  The issue was forced when TRINITY introduced us.  Her introduction started with a 
description of who I was, which included all the various pursuits I currently have, and ended with some 
complimentary term like Renaissance man.  I countered by blurting out something akin to, “I’m really just 
indecisive.”  Guh!  I mentally smacked myself in the head.  What a ridiculous thing to say!

Anyway, I escaped with a smirk.  Hugh was otherwise cordial and thanked me for watching the show.  
Look, I bow down to no man and I try to live by the creed that we’re all the same once you strip away the 
imaginary things like titles and job descriptions.  However, I must admit I was starstruck.  Mister Dillon 
would eventually move on after a brief discussion with Trinity.  However, that would not be my last 
encounter with him.

HOME ON THE RANGE

For the next little while I got to inspect the SRU set.  That alone was full of awesome.  The set is 
gorgeous and built with a sense of permanence.  The briefing room is very operational and I was told it’s 
often used for actual meetings for the show’s production.  Later, there was some time for a breather and 
they put me in the briefing room where I got to sit, very much as Greg Parker would, and go over my 
notes.  No hoopla and no VIPs but it was a sweet little moment nonetheless.  Much of what you’re 
reading today came from those notes I transcribed while in that room.

Winnie’s desk (which really doesn’t belong to Winnie, it’s the communications desk, but 9 out of 10 times 
that’s how I see it described by fans) (hint, hint: we’re quite fond of Winnie) was its own ultra cool.  The 
screens were all lit up with SRU-style data, the vast majority of which is designed by one guy, along with 
all the computer screen graphics we see.  A little touch I’ve never noticed is that their corporate-style 
phones have SRU logos where you’d see a company logo or info screen.  In fact, the whole set is 
brimming with nice little touches.  Many of the binders and booklets have titles (like “Reports: G. 
Parker”) and some even have content.  It prompted me to make some merchandise suggestions.  Just 
simple stuff such as SRU-branded binders and notebooks.

I got to see the locker rooms and all the adjoining side rooms, as well as the back door where there are 
trailers (which you may have seen in some of the promo segments on shows like eTalk).  And outside 
were two gents joshing about.  Their names were David Paetkau and Sergio Di Zio.  You might have 
heard of them.  They were engrossed, so no opportunity for introductions then.  Speaking of joshing 
about, by the way, I’d also like to point out that, despite the tight schedules and everyone from producers 
to stars wandering around, the crew are not second-class citizens.  Mark seemed to know everyone’s name 
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and jokes and jibes flew around without any regard to who did what.  It just seemed like I’d walked into a 
lunch party and a television show had broken out.

1220: While touring, another familiar face appeared: Sergio Di Zio, aka Michaelangelo “Spike” Scarlatti.  
First thing, and I gotta say this, I was surprised by his physical condition.  You know, they joke in the 
show that he’s a “geek with combat skills” and my brain assumed the typical geek part on a physical 
level.  Yeah, um, no.  Me, I’m a scrawny geek.  Him, not so much.  He’s built more like one of those 
super heroes in the comic books he’s fond of (I think he’d be a great Blue Beetle, personally) (actually, 
come to think of it, David Paetkau would make a great Booster Gold. Hrm…).  Anyway, Sergio is just a 
damn nice human being.

He took the time to chat with me and inquire about my visit.  We briefly touched on Star Wars, which is 
my largest bastion of geekery, as any of my friends will tell you.  And he seemed as though he’d be a 
great guy to hang out with.  It was especially neat to meet him as, of all the characters, Spike is probably 
the one with whom I identify the most because of his technical skills, his banter, and (up until that day) 
his overall presentation.  If there was one thing ruined for me that day, it’s the realization that I’m no 
Spike.  Not without a better diet and some devotion to P90X or some stuntman workout regimen.  Jeez 
Louise!  A twerp he is not.  Rest assured, folks, the “…with combat skills” part of that famous line is 
entirely plausible.

Filming was, however, about to start and Mr. Di Zio was called away.  This is where I got my break in the 
briefing room while they finished the set-up.

There’s one more tidbit before I cover that portion of the visit.  The washrooms.  When I saw the sign for 
the women’s washroom, I thought to ask about the old “JULES” sign which once stood in its place.  
Trinity didn’t know whatever became of it, nor did those she asked.  That’s a lingering question.  Did 
Amy Jo Johnson swipe it for posterity?  Is it stored away?  And wouldn’t it be neat if, one day, it was 
given to a fan or, at the very least, put into some place of respect?  It’s a silly little thing to wonder about 
but that’s me: the guy who thinks about silly little things.

Anyway, next up was the actual filming…

THE FUTURE IS NOW

…which will appear in Part Three because I’m still a jerk.  However, I’m not so much of a jerk as to ruin 
the scene I saw filmed, which you’re about to watch in a few hours in tonight’s episode, “A Day In The 
Life”.  It’s going to be particularly fun for me because I got a copy of the script which I read thoroughly 
and now I get to see the transition from page to screen.  I guarantee you’ve never seen an episode quite 
like this.  Mark my words.

So, Part Three gets posted tomorrow, gang, in which I meet a few more folks (including our newest Team 
One member, Mr. Bennett, aka ‘Raf’), get a special seat of another kind, and I get tongue-tied by an 
ungeekly geek.

- – - – -

Author’s Note: I’ve actually edited this down because there were so many little details and encounters that this post 
went over 2000 words.  I tried to keep only the things which I thought you’d really enjoy and leave out the minutiae 
and (some) of my rambling thoughts.  As one writing teacher once told me: That stuff belongs in your diary.
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Part Three
In Part Two, the Flashpoint crew was prepping to shoot a scene in SRU HQ.  Here in Part Three, we get 
filmy — that’s a technical term accepted by the Language Society of Angelo.  I’m not just the president…

QUIET ON SET!

No one said, “Quiet on set!”  I was vastly disappointed by this.  It’s the standard cue for filming a scene 
whenever it’s depicted on screen.  Apparently, the Flashpoint crew have opted to use these things called 
practice and professionalism.  On the other hand, they did have the ubiquitous red lights throughout the 
studio so that things like construction on the ‘back lot’ were quieted.  So, that was nice.

1235: TRINITY had advanced warning of the scene.  I think they call this a ‘schedule’ or something.  We 
don’t use such expensive technology on indie films.  Well, we do but … that’s another story.  Nonetheless, 
given the heads up, I was shifted to the hall which connects the men’s locker room and the women’s.  The 
monitor station was set up there.

A monitor station is, as it sounds, where they place the monitors for the director, the d.o.p., etc, to see 
what’s being filmed on screen.  They had set up four standard folding tall chairs for those key personnel to 
observe and Trinity placed us just behind them where we could see not only the monitors but also through 
the doorway and at the live action.  I thought that was the best vantage to have.  I would be proven wrong.

What was the scene?

It was actually the last part of Raf’s first scene with the full team.  If you’ve seen “A Day In The Life”, 
you know that’s the scene where he chooses his locker.  His first pick is gently ixnayed by Ed because it 
was Wordy’s locker and, practicality aside, that’s a no-go.

At some point around here, I think AURORA had to go attend to something which was likely far more 
important than babysitting an inquisitive yet somewhat shy (!) fan boy internally teetering on the brink of 
cognitive detonation.  It could have been anywhere before, during, or after the following events.  I’m a 
little foggy here because … well, you’ll find out.  I was foggy and, as you’ll read, full of egregious self-
recriminations.

YOU WANT ME TO WHAT…?

You may not have noticed but this is the first season Flashpoint is being filmed in high-definition.  
Extensive testing was done and the decision was not made until everyone was sure the transition would 
do nothing but add to the quality of the visual presentation.  In the Flashpoint Team One group, I have 
seen comments regarding how the cinematography has once again improved this season.  Part of that is 
undoubtedly the growing experience of all involved but, in the very least, it is also confirmation that the 
decision to go high-def was the right one.

Anyway, back to the scene.

Once a few takes were down, a gentleman who had joined us for a while during the set tour came over to 
me holding something in his hand.  It was a wireless receiver/headset thingie (another technical term).  He 
offered me the rig and then urged me to sit in the only empty chair at the monitor station to listen live to 
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the scene as it was being recorded.  The other people at the station included, director Jim Donovan, 
director of photography Stephen Reizes, and, um, Anne Marie La Traverse(!).  I think even David 
Frazee was there, too, but I’m not entirely sure about that one.  And also the thoughtful gentleman who 
had given up his seat and rig on my account, John Calvert, the series producer (to whom everyone in 
both the production office and the crew reports).  He didn’t say anything effusive to me all day, nor shake 
my hand profusely, nor seem especially extroverted but that spontaneous gesture belied a gracious man of 
generous nature.

(I do not think I properly thanked him for it so, in retrospect, should any of his colleagues read this, please 
pass on my very genuine gratitude.)

Now, I help out friends in indie film and the physicality was nothing new to me (except we don’t use 
wireless audio headset thingies) but ‘sitting with the adults’ on the set of Flashpoint while they were 
filming a very important episode is an entirely different thing.  As if I didn’t already feel like the boy who 
won the Golden Ticket!  I mean, I’ve watched monitors during filming a hundred times but this was … 
different.  Even Trinity raised her eyebrow in my direction as if to say, “Well, aren’t you a lucky devil?”

At various points during the takes, Jim Donovan and others offered comments about the day’s work and 
other tidbits regarding the show and this episode.  Then, someone turned to me — and I honestly can’t 
remember who — and asked, “So, what did you think [of that take]?”

I answered, “It was good. I liked it,” or something similarly generic.  What I was really thinking was, 
“How the hell should I know? I’m nuthin’ nobody nowhere. But this whole thing is [expletive deleted] 
awesome!”

WELCOME TO THE TEAM

After the takes for that scene were completed, some of the actors spilled out of the room.  David Paetkau 
and Enrico Colantoni were chatting (and sadly I did not get to meet them that day).  However, the man 
of the hour himself, Clé Bennett (Raf), came over.  I believe, if memory serves — I was a little shell-
shocked in the tall chair to take any valuable notes — he had come to meet Anne Marie La Traverse.  
Either way, the congenial actor was also introduced to me, as well.  And, once again, my mouth operated 
without appropriate forethought and, as I shook his hand, I said, “Welcome to the team.”

I mean really…!

Welcome to the team?  It’s not my team.  I’m not even on it.  Who am I to welcome him to the team?  
Nonetheless, he politely thanked me and expressed how happy he was to be there.  Also, I should tell you, 
I mentioned to him what a very dedicated fan base we have — I’m thinking of you, members of 
Flashpoint Team One (or ‘Team Five’ if you liked that idea) — and how I was sure he’d eventually find 
out for himself.  I wished him luck and, seeing they had called for lunch and Trinity said we should head 
back, I removed myself from the chair and divested myself of the wireless thingie (which I had convinced 
myself I would soon drop out of excitement or simply forgetting I had hands at all).

Feeling that everything was winding down, I developed a bit of tunnel vision which likely robbed me of 
any chance to meet Misters Paetkau or Colantoni.  I needed to reconstitute my wits and return to some 
internal sense of normalcy.  I had events and information to commit to memory so that I may recall them 
later when writing this article.  As you can see from the above, I failed.  Or rather, someone hacked 



through my personal firewall and played havoc with my plans.  And who, of course, would do that 
hacking?

Sergio “Spike” Di Zio, of course.

IS THAT THE EXTENT OF YOUR POWERS, LITTLE ONE?

Sergio Di Zio walked by on his way elsewhere.  In passing, he clapped me on the back and asked, 
“Everything okay? You having a good time?”

He totally interrupted my attempt to become cerebral and calm my emotions by … asking me how I was 
feeling.  I’m trying to quiet the hyperactive kid inside me who is screaming with glee and just as I got 
Inner Child Angelo to put down the noisemaker, Sergio asks him how he’s feeling?  Had I said anything 
immediate, it probably would have been the famous comment of Oedipus Rex who, upon discovering his 
previously unbeknownst tragedy, said: “Buh…?”  In the moment, since Sergio was passing through, I 
instinctively swallowed my voice and — in a last ditch effort — merely offered a nod and a smile.  Phew!  
Emotional footing preserved, right?

Yeah, um, no.

…because Sergio then slowed down and continued looking at me.  He was waiting for an answer.  Now, 
I’m sure from his point-of-view he was just being polite and giving me the time to answer before he 
turned the corner.  From my perspective he was completely sabotaging my attempt at composure by 
forcing me to formulate an answer.  I could have just said, “Great!” or even “Awesome!” or something 
normal (or perhaps even a complete sentence) but since, y’know, I’m a writer, I can’t just flip out some 
standard response.  After all, I need to write about how clever I was walking among those we admire, 
right?  So, I told my brain to come up with something clever and it spat, “Tremendous!” out of my mouth.

He smiled, offered something encouraging, and said something else like, “Alright, see you around!”  
Again, the memory … not so sharp in that moment.  Or, perhaps, Memory was too busy looking at the 
rest of my brain and shaking its head.  Also, Sarcasm was holding two thumbs up at everyone and saying, 
“Good job, genius!”

Tremendous.  That was my clever alternative to great.  A synonym … for great.  I am such a superstar.

[Shut up, Sarcasm!]

Furthermore, that examination of my emotional state and the feeling that I had just slapped a giant 
“Stupid” sticker on my not-as-clever-as-all-that head left me still firmly internally scrambled.  Where was 
the guy they hired to head up security for big celebrity events, or who managed to navigate his way 
through a slightly calamitous press junket with the eclectic Juliette Lewis and still get a round of applause 
from her?  Why didn’t he show up today?  Who was this buffoon in Angelo’s clothes?

THE TRIANGLE BECOMES A SQUARE

In any event, those around the monitor station offered farewells as Trinity told me we’d be heading back 
to the production offices.  Well, you know, I guess I had my awkward moment.  It was bound to happen.  
At least, at this point, I could laugh it off and get on with what remained without further incident.



And, as we headed for the passage to the production office, I realized how utterly wrong I was.  I realized 
how one should never assume anything and always be at the top of your game.  Sounds like something a 
commander would say.  Or a coach.

Or a team leader.

Because it’s right around here that Hugh Dillon reappeared and, in effect, chased me off the set.  And I 
know I said that this story would be in Part Three but, as it turns out, I’m approaching the 2000-word 
mark again and there is going to be a Part Four.

Tomorrow.

(…cuz I’m still a jerk.)

However, that’s it, folks.  What was originally conceived as a single article, drafted as a two-parter, and 
then offered to you as a three-parter, will now be four-parts.  Sorry for making you wait but, as evidenced 
by all of the above (and more which I cannot divulge), I have a propensity to grossly underestimate 
everything associated with Flashpoint.  It is a lesson I am slow to learn but I think I’m getting better.

This time, however, I give you my word that Part Four will be the final in this series; self-imposed 2000-
word cap be damned!

(To make up for my teasing and cliff-hangars, I will admit I also did not have the pleasure of meeting 
Amy Jo Johnson.  So, if you’re only reading this because you’re a Jules aficionado, here’s your exit.  For 
the rest of you, I bid you good night.  There’s a friend in town I have to see but, dear readers, we shall 
meet again tomorrow.  And then the madness will end.)

- – - – -

Author’s Note: I admit to being a jerk but, I assure you, even I will only go so far for attention.  Also, I’m 
missing my deadline here, so this is a first edit and probably rife with errors.  For that, I apologize.  They 
will be corrected overnight.  Update:  Final polish done.  There were a dozen errors found, including the 
word [sic] ‘aplogize’ in this very paragraph.  The comedy was unintentional.

Leave your thoughts, be they good or not-so-much in the comments section below. You only need to go 
through the registration/approval process once.
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Part Four
Part Four.  End of the road, Jack.  My day at the Flashpoint headquarters draws to a close but not 
without one more encounter with Constable Ed Lane…

PREVIOUSLY ON FLASHPOINT: BTS…

Hot Call! TRINITY. Set visit. SIEGFRIED. Crappy cabbie. Hello, AURORA. Flashpoint smells like 
awesome. Mmm, art department. Mark Ellis is shaking my hand! Is that David Frazee? What’s his secret? 
Anne Marie La Traverse, yipe! Writers meeting? Put me in, coach!

Here’s were the magic is made. From Sam’s apartment to Spike’s family home in 30 seconds. SRU HQ! 
ZOMG, Hugh Dillon! “Winnie’s” desk. Briefing room. Look at me, I’m Greg Parker! The crew + actors + 
production staff = family. ZOMG, Sergio Di Zio! “JULES” sign?

Action! Ooo, high-def. John Calvert, what a guy! Stephen Reizes! Jim Donovan! And Anne Marie La 
Traverse, again! Yipe, again! Wait, you want me to sit where? Did you hear that Boom? That was my 
mind blowing. ZOMG, Clé Bennett! Welcome to the team. Sergio, again! Uh … tremendous! Ugh. 
Lunch!

IT’S ALL HAPPENING, MAN

It was only this past week that it hit me: The day I went to visit the Flashpoint set, they were filming Raf’s 
introductory episode (#4.06), aka the Valentine’s Day episode, aka “A Day In The Life”.  In fact, they’d 
given me a script before I’d even set foot in their halls and the title was there.  A Day in the Life.  I don’t 
think I need to point out why that’s a fitting title for my own experiences at Flashpoint HQ.  It just is.

Not sure if TRINITY planned it that way.  I suspect the timing had more to do with PROJECT: 
SIEGFRIED than anything else but it worked out beautifully anyway.

Before we get to the chase sequence, here are a few thoughts about being on the set itself.  Now, I can be 
cerebral about it and not engulfed in the emotions of the moment.  It is a great set.  They get so much 
done onscreen in its real estate that it seemed impossibly small in person.  You know the old cliché: “I 
thought you’d be taller.”  However, in retrospect, it’s a giant accomplishment in set design.  David Frazee 
loves it, and he’s been around. Trinity and AURORA extolled its virtues. Mark Ellis is supremely proud 
of it and you’ll notice even the cast rave about it in interviews.  The walls are solid, the set dressings are 
exquisitely detailed, and it just feels real.

I’m not sure the cast and crew realize it, now, but as an outsider it felt, even to me, like home.  I was 
reminded of my days working in Canada’s Wonderland (which is an amusement park for those who 
don’t know), in the Games Department of old Hanna-Barbera Land (and Smurf Village, when it existed).  
We had our own HQ where operations were centered and our plush toys and other prizes were housed.  
We also called it The Barn.  I worked in “HB” for five summers.  Eventually, I moved to the “Expo” part 
of the park and then stopped working at Wonderland altogether.  Years later, I returned as a guest and 
bumped into some old colleagues.  They let me wander behind-the-scenes (also an official park term) and 
I got a glimpse of The Barn.  In that moment, I realized how much of a home The Barn had been to me.  It 
was the nexus of five extraordinary years and I could hear echoes of them by just looking at what others 
would only see as a simple building.

http://www.canadaswonderland.com/
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J. Michael Straczynksi’s Babylon 5, a sci-fi show which continues to resonate with me twenty years after 
the fact, was similarly an accomplishment of vision-over-commerce with a budget that was microscopic 
in comparison to its genre contemporaries, like Star Trek.  A watershed moment in the novelisation of 
mainstream television drama, it’s been cited as inspirational by many of today’s famed showrunners and 
TV writers, from Joss Whedon to Ronald D. Moore.  As the series drew to its planned close, one of its 
characters spoke a piece of dialogue which, long since after, has become enshrined as the touchstone for 
all reflection on the end of Babylon 5.

“I believe that when we leave a place a part of it goes with us and part of us remains. Go anywhere 
in these halls, when it is quiet and just listen. After a while you will hear the echoes of all of our 
conversations, every thought and word we’ve exchanged. Long after we are gone, our voices will 
linger in these walls for as long as this place remains. But I will admit that the part of me that is 
going will very much miss the part of you that is staying.” – G’Kar

I suspect that, when Flashpoint comes to an end, there are a great many who will feel just the same about 
the Flashpoint set.

Random TV trivia: That episode which was ushering the end of Babylon 5 was called “Objects in 
Motion”.  The final episode of Firefly (the short-lived cult hit by Joss Whedon, who has also cited 
Babylon 5 as inspiration) was called “Objects in Space”.  All I need is for a finale or near-final episode 
of a show I love to be called “Objects at Rest” and my TV geek life will be complete.

Anyway, I digress.  A lot.

SUBJECT ON FOOT, HEADING NORTH

Trinity had indicated we would head back to the offices as they had to do a reset for the next scene.  
Indeed, people were scattering in all directions, most of them toward food.  If you learn anything from 
being on set for anything it’s this: A hungry crew is not a happy crew.  You can mess up a lot of things 
when you’re in production but, if you’re headed into film or television, folks, I strongly advise to never 
ever scrimp on the craft services.  Word to the wise and all that.  According to Mary Drury (aka 
“Sarge”), another fan lucky enough to visit the Flashpoint set, they lay out a mean spread of food over 
there.

In any event, off we went down the hall between set and office.  I took one last look at The Barn and in 
doing so realized that Hugh Dillon was following us.  At first, Trinity remained unaware as she was 
offering bits of trivia about the various panels and signs in the hall, among other things.  But I noticed.

I also noticed he was maintaining a polite distance and not interrupting.  Once again, my Flashpoint zeal 
and my professional training collided.  It’s a long damn hall and we were sauntering.  Did Hugh have 
somewhere he wanted to be?  Were we blocking his path to food or something similarly important?  Was 
he lost in thought preparing for the next scene?  Did he expect me to leave him alone or once again offer 
fanly praise?  Should I stand aside and give him a chance to pass?  Should I open my mouth and redeem 
my earlier nonsensical comment?  Why are we moving so slow?  Is Trinity intentionally letting me corner 
him again?  Why am I so self-conscious?  What do I do?!

As it turns out, I froze.  I did nothing.  I walked at the pace Trinity set, I did not offer to let Hugh pass, 
and I said nothing to him.  As we walked up the steps to the office, I couldn’t get him out of the corner of 
my eye.  Same polite distance, same congenial expression.  I felt so awkward!



Trinity had to leave for the day and, as her ward, that meant goodbye for me, too.  We made one last stop 
near Mark’s office where Hugh finally broke off of his assiduous pursuit to have a brief word with Anne 
Marie La Traverse.  Phew!  I gathered my gear which had been sitting by the desk of the industrious 
Chantelle Kadyschuk (Assistant to the Executive Producers and also an invaluable help to me from time 
to time).  Mark Ellis was there, again, and I thought I should offer one last word of thanks to him for all 
he’s done, from the phone conversation to his guest appearance in today’s tour to, y’know, making the 
show in the first place.  And perhaps I’d ask him to pass along a similar message to Stephanie 
Morgenstern, too.

However, I’d barely begun before I noticed someone was standing in the doorway behind me, patiently 
waiting their turn.  Who was it?  Hugh Dillon.  Cripes, I was earning a merit badge for Getting In The 
Way!  Forgive my language but I felt like I was being a dick to Joe Dick.  I’m not even sure how I 
extricated myself from that situation but it was hasty and probably clumsy.

SO LONG AND THANKS FOR ALL THE FISH

Please note: though I’m describing all this awkwardness, I assure you none of it was created by anyone 
there.  From Trinity to Hugh Dillon, Mark Ellis to Anne Marie La Traverse, and John Calvert to Sergio Di 
Zio, everyone was extraordinarily polite and genuinely warm.  Nope, I was Captain Awkward.  Me, 
myself, and I.  It’s really not normally in my nature to feel so off-kilter in new situations or when meeting 
famous people.  I’m just not that guy.  I have a Tasslehoff Burrfoot attitude to new experiences.

Except that day.

And, I should also explain one more thing in the hopes that it reaches those fine folk, especially the actors.  
I’m not an autograph person.  I see little value in it (and I’m not going to ask for one just to sell it for 
monetary value) outside of simply being a signature and, honestly, it feels like an imposition to stop 
someone in their tracks and ask them to sign something.  I don’t have any disdain for those who find 
value in it, especially since I love (sometimes too much) keeping tokens to remind me of great moments 
or great people.  It’s just that I’d rather spend the time it would take to ask for and get an autograph to, 
instead, shake a hand, offer thanks for their work, and perhaps have a short conversation.  It’s the person 
who is important to me, not the signature.

It’s difficult to explain that without sounding snobbish.  It’s not about being ‘above’ anything.  It’s about 
where I find value and significance which, I’ll be the first to tell you, is different for everyone.  If I admire 
you, then I want to get inside your brain.  That’s just me.  So, even though I met Hugh, Sergio, Clé, Mark, 
Stephen, David, and of course Anne Marie who, in my mind, are all celebrities in our Flashpoint world 
(and Hugh definitely beyond that), I never once asked for an autograph.  On the flip-side, I often wonder 
if all the celebrity-types have ever been offended or thought I didn’t value them because I didn’t ask for 
an autograph.

So, more goodbyes were said and I hope I was sufficient grateful in their execution.  Trinity saw me out 
and promised to be in touch about Siegfried and other matters.  She has.  Also, things are developing 
which continue to exceed any expectations I may have had as to where this is all going.  And all of this 
started, as I must remind myself from time to time, from one paragraph written for a competition on the 
Flashpoint Team One Facebook group.  So, seriously, if you’re a fan of the show and have a Facebook 
account, you really should be a member there.  And I say member because it’s far, far more than just a 
“Like” page for the show.
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Like the entire Flashpoint production team and also the members of Parker’s Team One, it is a family.

HERE COMES THE SUN

As I walked out of the building and made my way to the TTC (public transit), the slightly hazy day turned 
sunny.  I knew, walking down the streets nearby the studio, that I would remember this day for a long, 
long time.  I was aware that it was probably the best it was ever going to get when it comes to Flashpoint 
and the people involved.  I’ve been since proven wrong because, among other things, I continue to have 
the privilege of getting my graphic work highlighted on FPTOne, along with contact from TRINITY and 
her network of agents, including AURORA and SHADOWFAX (I decided to give Chantelle a code 
name, too, because FPTO member Beth Burton likes them).  And more.

I do not consider myself part of that family due to equal parts modesty and a willingness to admire it from 
afar as a wonderful and complex organism.  However, what I do feel like is a distant cousin who came 
over for a summer.  I may never see any of them again but I will never forget the experience and always 
think the brief time I spent in their house was special.

As I waited for my streetcar, a police car stopped at the nearest red light and I was reminded that I’ve 
been briefly associated with many different kinds of family over my years, and been privy to their 
idiosyncrasies.  I’ve had tastes of what it’s like when people from vastly different walks of life are put 
together and forge a familial bond.  That notion populates a lot of the films and shows I like, the activities 
I prefer, and the even the fiction I write.

It’s what gives me hope for our crazy species.  We do a lot of crappy things to each other and the rest of 
the world but, contrary to that, we have the ability to connect with people, respect their differences, and 
even to put ourselves in danger in order to protect them.  In the end, I’d rather be an optimist and proven 
wrong than be a pessimist and proven right.  [Editor: You're digressing again.] [Angelo: Thank you, 
Captain Obvious.]

THE WHYS AND WHEREFORES OF IT ALL

A friend once asked me, with a twinge of mockery, “You really like Flashpoint, don’t you, Angelo?”  Yes. 
In point of fact, I do.  And I’ll tell you why.

Before I do, I’d like to again express my thanks to Trinity and Aurora for facilitating and conducting the 
opportunity to tour the offices and set of Flashpoint, and all that they do for me and for you, the 
Flashpoint fan base.  I cannot properly convey how much they pay attention and care about what we say, 
feel, and do in regards to their show.  Like everyone I had the pleasure of meeting that day, they are the 
farthest thing from any self-involved caricatures of “TV people” that has become a staple of what we see 
in pop culture.  This family is no Entourage or 30 Rock.

Looking back at how I was treated by each and every one there, they were all genuine and even delighted 
to interact with me.  They were polite and courteous.  Hell, even Hugh Dillon, arguably the Flashpoint 
star with the largest following, waited for me to finish talking to Mark Ellis.  At the end of the day, they’re 
all good people.  Just sayin’.

And lest you think I’m just a fan boy or mouthpiece, I assure you this: My word as my bond, I feel 
physically ill if I am forced to bow and scrape or suck up to anyone for anything short of saving 
someone’s life.  I despise it.  And, should the experience have held any negative connotations for me, I 



can write well enough to have described it in pleasant, non-committal terms.  That this article ballooned 
into a four-part series somewhere near 10,000 words in length, and is filled with amusing anecdotes and 
ruminations on just how nice these people were to me should, if you knew me, stand as a testament to 
their character and the environment in which they work.

I’m sure they have bad days, fallings out, and hidden tribulations.  But, as someone once trained to be a 
professional witness (bank security), who has spent decades being a casual but fascinated student of 
psychology and sociology, and who has repeatedly been called a ‘people person’ let me just say, it is my 
humble opinion that anyone looking for a career in television entertainment would be lucky to work with 
Pink Sky Entertainment and Avamar Entertainment’s Flashpoint production team.

A team’s character always starts with its leadership.  And, in that respect, Flashpoint is in the hands of 
four outstanding leaders.  When you think about it, we the viewers are also in their hands.  Sun Tzu, who 
is considered a sage in the history of our most trying crucible of leadership, war, wrote:

The commander stands for the general’s qualities of wisdom, sincerity, benevolence, courage, and 
strictness… These five fundamental factors are familiar to every general. Those who master them 
win; those who do not are defeated.

It is my feeling that the difference between good leadership and great leadership lies in one of those 
factors — good leaders lack this factor, great leaders do not.  It is benevolence (or humanity in some 
translations).  I’ve always been fascinated that Sun Tzu listed it as the third factor or, as I see it, the centre 
of the five.

On a television show which is dedicated to exploring the human cost of heroism, it is fitting and satisfying 
to know that their leadership, by all appearances, are similarly concerned with benevolence and humanity.  
We, as viewers and fans, should take note of this and remember to not only thank the actors, writers, 
directors, and all the technicians for how they enrich our lives with their contribution to our entertainment 
but also remember those people steering the ship.  Although I think it would be courteous and 
encouraging for us to do so, it’s not a necessity.  After all, virtue is its own reward.

So, yes, to answer my Snarky Friend’s question: I really like Flashpoint.  I liked it as a show before all 
this started.  I was thrilled it was shot, filmed, and set in Toronto.  I liked it because it was an actiony cop 
show about an elite unit but it also had the heart to look at situations from multiple sides.  I liked that one 
of the core principles of the show was that though certain actions of people may be bad, criminal, or even 
classically defined as evil, perhaps the people who commit them aren’t, in the grander scheme, bad, 
criminal, or evil.

But it’s grown beyond just liking what’s on the screen.  What they did was take me in, like a stray.  They 
plucked me from among many, many deserving fans, and offered to show me a glimpse of what happens 
in the inside.  It goes beyond simple gratitude or feeling honour-bound to return the favour if not in kind 
at least in effort.  It is because I admire the family they forged in making the show, the environment they 
created, and generosity of spirit they continue to display despite all the success.  From their dedication to 
TEMA to their undeniable interest in their fans, the production family of Flashpoint is one of the most 
honourable, positive, generous, and benevolent group of people I have ever had the pleasure to encounter.  
No word of lie.

It’s a good show.  Yes, it’s just entertainment.  It’s a television show which some people will enjoy and 
some people won’t.  That’s the name of the game.  Entertainment in every single one of its forms is a 
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subjective thing.  One man’s garbage is another man’s gold.  It is a good show … but it is also a great 
family.

And it has been my honour to have, in some way, shed some light on that.  For virtue may be its own 
reward but it’s still nice to get a pat on the back from time to time.  So, Flashpoint folks, allow me to 
speak for the fans when I say y’all put on a good show and, just as importantly, you do it in a great way.  
Now, when I see your actors in interviews say things like, “I love working on this show,” I no longer have 
that touch of cynicism which wonders if it’s just good PR.  Now, I believe it.  And, dear readers, I hope 
you do, too.

Behind-the-scenes of Flashpoint lies a forged family which, I think, Greg Parker himself would admire.  I 
know I do.

THE FINAL WORD BELONGS TO YOU

I was searching for a certain shot from a season 3 episode and I came across one of the montage “music 
rises” sequences.  I realized how this song fits for me, both as a die-hard fan who loves being surprised by 
the show’s twists and turns as they unfold, and as an ‘inside man’ who got to read a script before it was 
done filming and even knowing, before the first episode of season 5 had aired, that the stoic Wordy 
(Michael Cram) was leaving the team.  During my visit, I was both trying to be an impartial observer 
who took in as much information as possible in order to write these articles for your enjoyment AND just 
being a fan himself, I was eager to get lost in the moment.  At times I floundered, caught between 
retaining composure and gushing effusively.  And, in lieu of very little mention of Amy Jo Johnson, I’d 
like to point out that the version I found of this song was recorded live which helps my theme that though 
the finished product is certainly wonderful, what lies behind-the-scenes, behind the blue curtain, is even 
better.

And that it has been my pleasure, with stumbles and all, to dance in between those two worlds.

Thank you to everyone who made this possible and those of you who have been so complimentary in 
commenting.  I urge you to leave your thoughts, not necessarily on my writing, but more on what you 
have learned in reading it.  And what you think of the show and those who put it on.  I can almost 
guarantee that some of those people will read it.

- – - – -

Author’s Note: Flashpoint’s last episode on CBS airs this Friday, August 19.  From then on, it will be shown in the 
United States on ION Television.  The exact details of the transition have not been announced but, if you want to 
stay informed, your best bet is to join facebook.com/FPTOne or follow them on Twitter @FlashpointTeam1 for the 
producers or @Flashpoint_TV for Mark Ellis.  You can also find everyone’s favourite police techie Spike (Sergio Di 
Zio) active on Twitter @elisasboy72.

Flashpoint will continue to air on CTV for now and for the foreseeable future, as they have ordered a fifth season, 
which is already in pre-production.

This is a first edit publish.  Corrections and revision will follow.  UPDATE:  A second edit was performed.
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